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Abstract. Security mechanisms are at the base of modern computer
systems, demanded to be more and more reactive to changing environments and malicious intentions. Security policies unable to change in
time are destined to be exploited and thus, system security compromised.
However, the ability to properly change security policies is only possible
once the most effective mechanism to adopt under specific conditions is
known. This paper proposes a model-based approach to accomplish this
goal: a vulnerability model of the system is built by means of a modelbased, layered security approach, and used to quantitatively evaluate
the best protection mechanism at a given time and hence, to adapt the
system to changing environments. The evaluation relies on the use of a
powerful, flexible formalism such as Dynamic Bayesian Networks.
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Introduction

Many modern computer systems are needed and used for our day-to-day living.
For instance, e-mail, digital media news, or search engine websites are continuously visited by Internet users – as pointed out by Alexa’s traffic top ten ranking websites. These systems are exposed to Internet users with malicious intents
(i.e., attackers) who may disrupt its normal operation, thus leading to service
unavailability and even financial losses.
Cyber-security helps protecting against these risks first by identifying assets targeted by an attacker and then applying security measures (or policies)
to protect them. However, the ever-changing nature of Internet hinders the effectiveness of these security policies, normally built upon a good design and
relying on manual tuning [1]. Although a system can improve security in several
ways (e.g., more secure communication protocols, additional security devices,
⋆
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strict security policies), this improvement does not come at zero cost and affects other non-functional properties, such as availability, Quality-of-Service, or
performance [2].
In that sense, systems able to change their behaviour and/or structure in
response to the environment and the system itself have become a recent, important trend in the research community [3]. Self-adaptive systems can become a
great solution to critical systems where failures or malfunctions may result in
catastrophic consequences [4]. For instance, a system can be secured following a
self-adaptive approach where its resilience, dependability, and configuration may
change depending on several external conditions (e.g., a system may redirect
connections to a spare server with a different OS when detects several intrusion
attempts to the original server). Of course, self-adaption to different situations
does not come either at zero cost [5].
In this paper, we propose a model-based approach that allows to represent
critical systems with self-adaptive capabilities. Our approach relies on security
layers that relate to them, being also complementary and increasing system’s
complexity. A security layer comprises sensors that monitor external conditions
and produce an assessment, reporting when an attack attempt is discovered.
When this happens, our approach counteracts adding other security layer, thus
enhancing the security of the system. Vulnerability assessment that is a prime
step in the definition of such systems is performed by means of formal models –
in particular, using Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN)3 . An example inspired
by a real network intrusion case is used to illustrate our approach.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 relates closest works in the literature and previous concepts. Section 3 introduces our model-based, layered security approach while Section 4 describes the DBN modelling guidelines. Section 5
shows the application to a network intrusion case. Section 6 states conclusions
and future work.

2

Background and Related Works

DBN are a way to extend Bayesian Networks (BN) to model the probability
distributions of a collections of random variables taking time into account [6].
In such variables, the Conditional Probability Table (CPT), the mean the probability distribution function of a (D)BN variable is defined, also considers the
dependency from previous values of other variables (as well as from the variable
itself). Figure 1 shows a sample DBN model where a variable Y is subject to
other variable X inside a single slice time: this dependency is represented by the
continuous arrow from X to Y . Variables may also influence the value of others
in a future time slice. This is the case of X that influences its own future value
X ′ , represented by the dashed line from X to X ′ . In this sample model, Yt depends on Xt while Xt depends on Xt−1 . In this sense, the term “dynamic” means
we are modelling a dynamic system, not that the network changes over time.
3

In this paper, we use DBN interchangeably as singular and plural acronym
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Vulnerability evaluation represents a challengslice t
ing topic especially in the field of cyber-protection:
X
Y
the high mutability of the knowledge on both
systems and protection systems causes a neverending process where new defence mechanisms are
followed by the discovery of new exploitations in
slice t+ 1
a very short time. For these reasons, security of
Y’
X’
cyber-physical infrastructures is often considered
a multi-faceted, multi-disciplinary problem that
requires an integrated approach [4, 7].
In security analysis, several modelling methods
Fig. 1. A DBN Example.
integrate attack and defence aspects, at different
level of abstraction: Garcia addresses both of them, but attacks are described at a
high level of detail [8]; Defence trees (an extension of attack trees [9]) accounts for
both attacks and countermeasures [10]; Attack Response Trees incorporate both
attack and response mechanism notations [11]. Another meaningful example
of integration of different aspects of modelling and sensing techniques in [12]
where a hierarchical approach to intrusion detection is boosted by the usage of
Knowledge Engineering techniques. Other works rely on the quantitative use of
other formalisms such as Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (GPSN) [13] and
Bayesian Networks (BN) [14].
Notwithstanding their flexibility, DBN have not received the right attention
from the scientific community. With respect to the cited works, the proposed
approach aims at exploit all the features of the DBN: the DBN formalism has
been chosen to conjugate modelling expressiveness and capability to analyse
models. In synthesis, DBN are more powerful with respect to BN and more
simple to use and analyse than GSPN. Hence, with respect to the works in [13]
and in [14], this paper respectively improves time to analyse the model (allowing
run-time usage possible for large systems) and introduces relationships between
events in time (that is not possible with plain BN).
To best of our knowledge, there are few works using DBN for vulnerability
and security analysis [15, 16]. With respect to these works, this paper proposes
a DBN modelling approach where, respectively, the focus is not only on attack
phases but can also capture the dynamic and evolving relationships between attack actions and defence mechanisms; and DBN are not used as machine learning
tool to infer knowledge about the attacker habits, but as a tool for applying such
knowledge in protection system design. In fact, it could be possible a synergy
between these approaches.

3

The Onion Security Model

Our approach relies on security layers. We define a Security Layer (SL) as a
UML Component Diagram (UML-CD) which comprises a Sensor component as
depicted in Fig. 2. A UML-CD is a UML structural diagram used to illustrate
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Fig. 2. A Security Layer model element.
Fig. 3. The Onion security model.

pieces of software and/or controllers that make up a system [17]. A Sensor
defines a model of a system aimed at capturing and interacting with real-world
events (e.g., a firewall, an Intrusion Detection System (IDS), or a network loadbalancer). The Sensor has two inputs (left hand of the component) and two
outputs (right hand).
The Attack input port describes the sequence of steps leading to a successful
attack on the system. This sequence of steps can be modelled, for instance, by
means of a state-chart diagram. Output ports are Assessment, which expresses
the quantitative assessment performed by the Sensor, and nextSecurityLayer,
which allows for connecting an SL with other SL′ through Countermeasure
input port. Thus, different security layers are connected through Countermeasure/nextSecurityLayer ports. Note that these diagrams are only used for representing the static part of the system: its dynamics is expressed by the DBN
model, introduced in the next section.
Figure 3 sketches our model-based, layered approach using aforementioned
security layers. Several security layers are defined in a system to be protected,
where each security layer SLi+1 is more secure (and consequently more restrictive somehow) than SLi . The specific moment of transition among layers
SLi , SLi+1 is determined by Assessmenti , depending on the input Attacki .

4

Modelling Guidelines for DBN

The objective of this section is to guide the reader to structure a DBN model
according to the proposed approach. Figure 4 shows the proposed overall DBN
model schema. The actions accomplished by the Attacker are modelled by an
Attack submodel: this submodel communicates system events to a Sensor submodel whose aim is to represent real world sensing concerns (e.g., honeypots,
monitoring systems, log analysers can all be modelled as sensors). Detected
events (detections) are then communicated to an Assessment submodel. This
last submodel is in charge to analyse detected events and to decide whether an
attack is actually occurring, then assigning a proper SL as a countermeasure.
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Here, we propose a modelling approach able to capture the adaptive feedback
given by the Assessment model to the Sensor model: one of the simplest
adaptive strategy may consist in (de)activating sensors when some operating
conditions require a more accurate estimation of the suspected threat. The model
also highlights proper alarms raised to the Security Operators. In the following,
we focus on the single submodels showing how some recurrent situations can be
modelled with “DBN patterns”.
4.1

Attack Modelling

We start from the general hypothesis that an attack is a sequence of
attacking steps: each of these is modelled by a DBN variable ranging
{U nattempted, Ongoing, Succeed, F ailed} values. In the following, these values
are expressed by their initials.
The most simple DBN pattern is constituted by a single attack step which
evolves in time and does not depend on other steps. Hence, the value of this
variable is a function only of its value at previous stage. Figure 5 shows the DBN
submodel representing this situation and its related CPT. The parameters used
in the CPT are: the probability Pstart of an attacker that attempts to exploit
the step; the probability Pend of the action ending in a single time slice; and
the quantification of the vulnerability (i.e., the probability Psucc of a successful
attack to the vulnerability). Finally, Ps = Pend ·Psucc , and Pns = Pend ·(1−Psucc ).
A more complex situation is represented by two attack steps that are sequentially dependent, i.e., a step A can influence a step B. Figure 6(a) depicts
a scenario where a dependency from A to B exists (i.e., from A at slice t to
B at slice t + 1). In this case, the CPT in Fig. 6(b) shows that B is Ongoing
when A is Successed with probability Pstart ; while it remains U nattempted with
probability (1 − Pstart ). Otherwise, B remains U nattempted. Note that the CPT
does not consider Succeed and F ailed cases, since they can be subject of other
DBN submodels.
Other scenarios may involve non-deterministic choices where an independent successful event can trigger only one of two successive events; deterministic
choices, used when the value of another boolean variable is used to determine
which specific event occurs; or parallelism, when two actions start in parallel after the success of a first. Furthermore, more patterns can be combined to model
complex attack scenarios.

Fig. 4. DBN Model Structure.
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Fig. 5. DBN (a) model of single step and its (b) CPT.
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Fig. 6. DBN (a) model of a sequence of steps and its (b) CPT.

4.2

Sensor Modelling

DBN modelling of sensing activity refers to a single DBN pattern as depicted in
Fig. 7(a). The pattern comprises four nodes: a node S that models the sensor
itself; a node D that models the detection activity; an activation node AC,
which is described later; a node AS that detects an attack step. The node AC
means the activation of the sensor by means of the Assessment submodel, i.e.,
it models the effects of the “adaptive feedback” actions from the Assessment
module as in Fig. 4.

(a)

AC(t) S(t - 1) S(t)=On S(t)=Off
On
On
1 − Pf
Pf
On
Off
Pr
1 − Pr
Off
On
0
1
Off
Off
0
1
(b)

Fig. 7. DBN Sensing pattern: (a) DBN submodel, (b) CPT of the S node.

The nodes have the following values: S can be {On, Of f }, which represents
the functioning of the sensor; AS has four values as previously described; D
can be {T rue, F alse}, where T rue means the sensor detects the threat, F alse
otherwise; AS represents an activation command to the sensor (hence, it can
be represented by {On, Of f } in its simplest form). S can depend on AC since
this last node is not mandatory, representing an always-on device where it is
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not present. Moreover, the value of S also depends on its previous value since
failures and repairing are possible for such devices. Figure 7(b) reports a typical
CPT for an S node where Pf and Pr are respectively the probabilities of failure
and repairing of the device in a time slice4 ; D nodes are more complex since
they involve three parent nodes. The underlying logic of a CPT for D nodes is
described by the following statements: when the sensor is off, an attack step is
never detected; when the sensor is on and it has previously raised an alarm, the
device continues to produce an alarm until it is switched off; when the sensor is on
and the sensor has not previously raised an alarm and the threat is unattempted
or failed, the device can erroneously detect a threat with a f pp probability; if
the sensor is on and the sensor has not previously raised an alarm and the threat
is ongoing or successfully brought, the device can detect a threat with a certain
probability (1 − f np). The value of f pp (resp. f np) is the false positive (resp.
negative) probability, i.e, the probability that the device does (resp. does not)
detect an alarm if the threat does not (resp. does) occur.
4.3

Assessment Modelling

The Assessment submodel represents decision mechanisms combining atomic
detections of threats into complex assessment of system SLs. The combination
of simple detections can be made by the algebraic operators inspired in [18]:
AND, OR, NOT, and SEQ operator (i.e., an operator that is true when the
inputs become true in a certain order). For the sake of space, we omit here the
translation of these operators into BN models, previously reported in [19].
Figure 8(a) represents the most interesting case of the SEQ operator. The
correlation is made between two detections D1 and D2 which are “D-nodes”
of a DBN sensing pattern; the output of such correlation is the D node. D has
the same {T rue, F alse} nature of D1 and D2. F is a node representing the
feedback given to the sensor layer (i.e., the AC node of the Sensing pattern).
Another node, SQ, is in charge of keeping memory of the sequence of the events;
the values of this node are {N IL, OK, KO} that respectively stand for: none of
the events has arrived, the sequence is correct, and the sequence is not correct.
While the CPT of the D node implements an AND of the three parent nodes,
the CPT of SQ recognises if D1 occurs before D2 (see Fig. 8(b)).
It is worth to note that more operators can be composed together in order to
create complex logical expressions: the D nodes of a DBN submodel can be used
as input node of another submodel. Moreover, the outputs of the top submodels
represent the alarms raised to Security Operators.

5

Case Study

This section applies modelling approach to an example inspired by a real network
intrusion case study occurred in a cancer and AIDS research organisation [20];
4

Let T be the amount of time in a time slice, λ and µ the failure and repairing rates
of the device, respectively. Hence, Pf = λ · T and Pr = µ · T .
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0
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0
1
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0
1
0
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1
0
0
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0
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1
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1
0
0
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0
1
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True False
0
0
1
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False True
0
0
1
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False False
1
0
0

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. SEQ-based DBN assessment: (a) submodel, (b) CPT of the SQ node.

whose research laboratories became unavailable for several days resulting in financial losses.
As described in [20], an illegal user account was created in one of the organisation’s servers by first accessing – using a stolen account – and then exploiting
vulnerable services in such a server. Using this server as a base of operations,
other computers were similarly compromised, while the user returned regularly
to exfiltrate sensitive data from the network. Since the organisation only monitored on the Internet border, but not its internal subnets, these attacks launched
from within the organisation’s own network were totally in a blind spot and become unnoticed. Applying our approach in this scenario, we define four different
security layers described textually as follows:
SL1 : An Internet border firewall that monitors incoming network packets, analyses them based on predefined filtering rules, and performs an assessment
providing the rate of suspicious incoming packets.
SL2 : A behavioural-based network IDS focused on analysing any network packets, comparing current network flow to previous known attack-flow models.
Similarly, the assessment returns a rate to express the confidence of being
under attack at a given moment.
SL3 : An anomaly network IDS focused on analysing packets coming from a
specific network. In this case, the assessment provides a confidence level
of having indeed an intrusion.
SL4 : A load-balance server, which redirects incoming suspicious network traffic
to an isolated machine acting as a honeypot. Thus, all suspicious traffic
can be logged for forensics analysis.
Figure 9 represents the DBN model of the case study. We suppose that the
attack starts from gaining unauthorised access (Access); it continues by intruding
in the machine M0 and using this system to attack M1 and then M2 by means
of the gateway G0. The first Security Level is modelled by the SL1 node that
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Fig. 9. DBN model of the running example.

is used as an activator of an Internet Border Firewall (modelled through the
sensing pattern - iBF, D0 ). The feedback of this pattern (considering a trivial
assessment submodel) is to trigger the SL2. At this level, all the networks (i.e.,
all the machines) are monitored by a behavioural IDS: when any anomaly is
detected (modelled by a sensing pattern, bIDS-D1-D2-D3, and by an OR-based
assessment, DOR) the SL3 is activated. The last security level implements an
anomaly network IDS focused on detecting a sequence of non-normal packets
sent from M0 and from G0. In this way, a sensing pattern and an SEQ-based
operator are used: the output is the activation of the SL4 which cut off the
threat from the network to protect and isolate it.

6

Conclusions

This paper introduces an approach for the evaluation of the vulnerability of
self-adaptive protection systems. This approach is based on the Onion Security
Model, a high-level modelling approach where higher security levels increase
the security by improving sensing and countermeasures based on lower ones. To
make the approach concrete, Dynamic Bayesian Networks are used to capture
probabilistic relationships as well as dependency in time among attacking and
protecting events. First applications to a real intrusion scenario show that DBN
model well these concerns. This paper constitutes a first step in the modelling
of such systems. Future works will demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach
also by comparing the efficiency of DBN with related to other formalisms (e.g.,
BN and GSPN). Next steps will involve the completion of the available DBN
patterns also by giving some examples of countermeasure modelling.
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